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NBU ON ITV
Leaflets promoting a rightwing extremist group have
been posted through
letterboxes in Larne, Co
Antrim. Credit: UTV

Residents have said they feel
intimidated by fascist leaflets
posted through letterboxes in
Larne, and a complaint has
been made to police.
The flyers promoting a rightwing extremist group, calling
themselves the New British
Union, have been handdelivered in the Upper
Cairncastle Road area of the
Co Antrim town in recent
days.
The UK group - made up of
many defectors from groups
like the British National Party
and English Defence League is trying to revive Oswald
Mosley’s notorious British

Union of Fascists party.

Comrades of the NBU

They have been operating in
England and Scotland for
around five years, but this is
the first time they have tried
to gather support in Northern
Ireland.

Anyone from the Liverpool
area preferably Knowsley
contact
officer@newbritishunion.c
o.uk if you wish to join
my cell- at the moment
we have 3 including me,
“This sort of thing has no
another person could be
support in Larne at all and
added if your committed
would be very, very
in fulfilling our duties to
frightening for residents to
NBU. I also urge you buy
receive through their
letterboxes,” Larne resident your full uniform as our
main goal is to revive
Danny Donnelly said.
British Fascism. I was
“We’re very, very concerned
quite surprised that on
about it.
ITV news we were called
“I believe it’s a hate crime, so “Right wing extremist” the
I have contacted local police most thing i've done was
to make them aware and
handing out leaflets in my
hopefully they’ll investigate village. Im young but
and we can find out who’s
dedicated. Membership
behind it.”
has increased since the
Well as the leaflet says join ITV report. If we achieve
the New British Union I dont the unlikely in the next 5think it is that difficult to find 10 and hit a dent in ballot
box then and only then is
out who is behind it!
when our efforts will be
rewarded. Thank you
comrades.
Hail Mosley, Hail Raikes
and Hail Britannia.
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MP's who can vote for an when asked if he thought
OPEN LETTER TO
LABOUR SUPPORTERS extra £1000 per year for the leaders of the Labour
themselves while the
Party were sincere, "They
people
still
suffer
from
sincerely want good jobs
I find it increasingly
wage cuts and austerity. and will make any
difficult to understand
sacrifice to hang on to
why 'workers' continue to Compare the attacks
made
on
the
Labour
them".
support the Labour party,
movement and its
The Labour Party was
a movement which has
clearly demostrated not supporters by the media once of sturdy, virile
merely its unwillingness, in the early years with the youth, today it is in the
but its inability to tackle support now given by the last stages of senile
same people and the
decay. If labour
the problems of the
adulation
now
showered
supporters could present
modern age. Perhaps
their members look back upon it from the likes of us with a better and finer
the BBC.
argument than British
to the period of ardent
The Labour Party was a
Fascism we would advise
enthusiasm and eager
party of promise, today it workers to keep
spirit, or, as young
members they are stirred is merely a party of false supporting them, that is
by a desire to change the promise. The Labour Party our duty. but the labour
movement acknowledges
conditions of society, or led us to the hell of
multiculturism
and
failed
its failure to beat our
merely a desire to fight
mass immigration, the
argument when it resorts
against what has been
invasions of soveriegn
to the silly methods of
represented to be "this
countries
and
the
mass
misrepresentation and
brutal alien creed of
killing of innocent Muslims physical violence.
Fascism."
and here at home
One last suggestion, as a
If you are a true Briton
economic
depression.
Labour supporter you
you will do what every
true Briton claims to do, To excuse themselves by should buy the leading
saying that the Labour
Tory newspaper to get
study both sides of the
Government
were
faced
real and true labour news.
question. that is all we
with the repercussions of The idea is ridiculous isnt
ask of you. Study our
a world depression is to it? But are you not doing
case. Pull it to pieces if
you can. Compare it with evade the issue. Socialists that when you want to
should know that under learn about Fascism? Do
the case of your own
you not rely on antimovement and then study modern conditions the
slump always follows the Fascist newspapers etc for
the record of your
boom. Is it not strange
information about our
movement.
that
your
leaders
can
movement? I ask you to
Compare the old
always with such great
study our case, not what
revolutionary ardour of
assurance prophesy
passes for our case in the
the early Labour Party
economic
break
down
in
organs of our opponents.
with its bourgeois
other countries should
Visit our website and
complaisance of today.
check out where we
Compare the sacrifices of have been incapable of
foreseeing
it
in
their
own?
stand, policies etc for
its earlier leaders with the
Or, is it true as the late
yourselves.
smugness and self
satisfaction of the Labour John Wheatey remarked
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HAVE YOUR SAY

myself to a Mosleyan
to the national dailies.
Fascist and a Traditionalist This reveals the sad state
in the vein of Julius Evola. of our justice system.
I am also a proponent of We must have laws that
the work of Jorian Jenks, allow us to kick out
and support his idea of
anybody who even
the importance of the
breathes threats against
bonding of our people
England before they have
with the land. For far too a chance to commit
long have we witnessed atrocities.
the scourge of democracy Happen we should think
and liberalism/neoabout hard labour camps
conservatism as the
as a deterrent or bring
prevailing political
back capital punishment
paradigm.
for what are, in fact,
My name is Zachary
treasonable crimes. Oh,
Trent and I am an
Dear Comrades I am 33 still the EU won't let us,
American citizen who from the West Midlandswill they?
feels a calling to assist and joining the New
in the defense of my
British Union would be Granville V Stone,
ancestral homeland of a huge honour for me. Swanwick.
England. My allegiance No polictians are listening
and loyalty lies with the to the native people of
Dear Editor,
Motherland and her
this land, but I know you
people. My eternal
are and you want make I was surprised to read
biological connection with this country a great
about Lord Mandelson's
Great Britain supersedes nation like it once was. I remarks about Brexit
my temporal citizenship used to be a member of supporters being
with another sovereign
EDL but they have
nationalists and at his
nation. Because of this, I become a joke. It pains
definition of nationalism
would like to assist the
me to say that because
being a hatred of
New British Union in any the far right should be
foreigners and foreign
meaningful way that I
united as one, but soon countries.
can, whether it be
that will happen. I will
through activism,
commit the the NBU
From which dictionary did
technical assistant
110%. Its time to kick the he take his definition?
(graphic design, writing, scum out of our country. Nationalists are extremely
pamphlets, etc.), or any LONG LIVE BRITAIN,
patriotic and we show an
other means.
LONG LIVE THE NBU
allegiance and loyalty to
As for my educational
our country. I am not
background, I have an
Hard labour camps
ashamed to be known as
Bachelor's degree in
could deter terrorism an English Nationalist and
religious studies/history It seems that our security wonder why it is seen as a
and a have completed
services are carrying out bad thing that we want to
graduate level coursework 700 live terrorism
be an independent
in several academic areas. investigations according country, free of
Politically, I consider
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domination by Brussels
and its fat-cat unelected
cronies?

Huguenots were
Writing to newspapers
"welcomed" with riots and
since the 1950s all
As I have put a number of
incomers have been met times before these sort of
Nationalism can
with hostility, marches
letters give us free
sometimes be seen as a and the like. In 1951 less propaganda and are much
feeling of superiority over than four per cent of
easier than traipsing
other countries but why England's population was round giving leaflets out.
shouldn't we feel good
of immigrant stock!
Also, there is no chance of
about ourselves? After all
being berated at the
since William the
According to research
doors by those who
Conquerer we have only from the University
disagree with us as I
been invaded on land by College of London
found out during the
foreign troops once and incomers of all
Leave campaign. Papers
that in 1688.
nationalities did not
such as Heritage and
benefit us taxpayers but Destiny do a grand job
With his pension as a
cost £140 billion between but mainly they preach to
former European
1995 and 2011! So much the converted. At times,
Commissioner and all the for the benefits of
though I have earnt quite
perks that go with it, Lord "multiculturalism".
a name as a Nationalist
Mandelson won't be seen
over the years, some of it
to criticise the Brussels
During England's good runis beyond me! The Derby
gravy train.
in the World Cup in
Telegraph has a
Russia, I proudly flew the readership of almost
Another Lord, Lord Green St George's flag with
55,000 so I'm reaching a
of Deddington, founded
England across it, then
lot of folks. More of us
Migration Watch and has after their defeat, I flew should do this or happen
pointed out that the
the normal flag of St
just write in saying they
average English person is George, sadly at half mast agree with what I put.
still 90 per cent European. following the death of a
The impact of modern
friend and neighbour. I
Granville V Stone,
inflows of hundreds of
am now flying the White
thousands is entirely
Dragon flag of the English
different from the melding on a red background, the
of a small number of
flag of the Saxons as they
Germanic tribes before
fought the Britons who
the Normans. Since the
became the Welsh and
Angles, Saxons, Jutes and forced them into what is
Frisians came here to
now Cornwall, Wales,
settle in the 400s we have Cumbria and Welsh
never been a country of Strathclyde.
immigrants. Indeed we
have never welcomed
Granville V Stone,
incomers. Jews were
expelled in the 1300s,
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Fascism and Family pt.
I - the Youth
the sum of its parts? In
moral education regarding
keeping with our
vanity, and a nation-wide
Written by Comrade D. A. adherence to traditional enlightenment on the
and Comrade J. L.
familial roles, we shall
great worth to be had in
Williams.
analyse mother, father,
family-centric values. In
and youth in turn.
contrast to the
In every instance of its
emasculation of young
implementation, fascism
British boys and men in
has always been
the age of the cultural
supportive of the nuclear
Marxist academic, the
family. However, this
young man of our world
supremely-efficient and
would be proud of his
just model of the family is
natural role and thoughtincreasingly under threat
pattern. Instead of a
in modern times, from
consistent focus on social
sources both internal and
media, he would sit down
external to our nation.
after a productive day at
Internally, a push from
school with his family,
academia to destroy
bonding with them. The
natural gender roles and The development of
National Youth Corp, for
consumerism,
and
all
the
traditional parental
which a four hour
ills
it
has
brought,
is
responsibility threatens to
attendance per week
directly correlated to the would be compulsory for
erode the very
foundations of the nuclear decline in discipline and all young men from the
moral values for the
family; externally, the
ages of 8 to 18, will hone
import of several cultures youth. It is undeniable
both body and mind,
that
such
things
as
social
which are antithetical to
shaping muscle and brain
media
have
risen
a
the values that built our
power alike, developing
great nation has in turn diagonal flame of vanity each young man to his full
given rise to ideas in our within the mass of young potential and
nation such as polygamy, boys and girls, draining
simultaneously creating a
what attention they might recreational environment
paternal emotional
otherwise have turned to in which he could bond
detachment, and overt
misogyny from husband personal self-development with likeminded, morallyand depositing it instead principled friends, away
to wife.
in the swamp of selffrom the allure of the
It is abundantly clear that indulgence and selfstreets - gangs, drugs,
interest.
fascism does not support
underage sex and alcohol.
any of these ideals. What
policies and actions, then, Conversely, a youth under We also acknowledge the
fascism would be
would the New British
certain fact that girls and
encouraged
to
become
Union undertake to
women are the bedrock of
ensure the sanctity of the active and disciplined,
every society and they
through
a
higher
age
family, both as an entire
must be treated as such,
restriction
on
social
organic entity and also as
and empowered by this
media, a campaign of
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knowledge. Females are could never be Fascist.
on a fascist badge or pull
the bearers of life; they they have neither the
on a black shirt, but
are the maternal
vigour nor the enthusiasm unless they prove by their
archetype, inclined
in their character
life and actions that they
towards the nurturing of necessary to such a
are Fascist in spirit, they
the young (complimenting movement. mentally they are no more deserving of
perfectly the paternal,
are well-equipped but
loyal support than any
disciplinarian archetype). their spirit is deficient.
other hypocrite.
As such, young girls must Old nationalists refuse to Frank constructive
be taught to recognise the recognise the virtue and criticism hurts nobody,
beauty within themselves, the value of service,
and he is not a true
free of the need to wear leadership and discipline, fascist who still believes
makeup, or seek the
all of which are
that descretion is the
approval of their peers
fundamentals of Fascism. better part of valour. We
lest their esteem plummet The Black shirt is a
are growing out of the old
into a false abyss. Girls
symbol of unity,
nationalist creeds, and we
must be taught the
abolishing class
shall have to shed many
necessity of raising a
differences and it is
of the comfortable old
family, a role which
certainly patriotic. It is a lies, disloyalty and illnature has graced them symbol which stands for discipline of the old gang
with.
the regeneration of Britain which in these days are
for the benefit of every
an encumbrance we
Ultimately, the youth
man, woman and child.
cannot afford.
must know that they are Each Blackshirt knows
the torch-bearers of a
that they are a unit in a
new generation, and that vast organisation and that
the flame that will
fascism is being built up
illuminate the future path on the integrity of its
of Britain lies firmly in
members. Implicit loyalty
their grasp.
to our leader and to all
that he stands for is
Part two - Fatherhood and absolutely essential, but
Motherhood - coming
this does not imply a blind
soon.
admiration of everything
that anyone wearing a
LOYALTY TO LEADER, fascist badge may say or
PARTY AND COMRADES do. On the contrary, it
means the sincere and
Some 'nationalists' do
rigid upholding of a
not, or cannot understand principle at any cost.
the wearing of political
True loyalty has a keen
uniform, they assume a eye for defects in
patronising air towards
organisation and a critical
new Fascism and its
estimate of human
principles. These people character. Anyone can pin
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Where We Stand
PATRIOTISM AND
REVOLUTION

creed of the 21st century, Private enterprise must
but in each country it has enrich the nation as well
as the individual.
New British Union is loyal a policy, method, and
character suited to that
Employers must serve the
to Crown and Country.
nation and not the
Our watchword is "Britain country and no other
because
it
is
a
national
faction.
First" and we are
and not an international
determined to build a
WORK - WAGES Nation worthy of Patriots. creed.
SCIENCE - HEALTH AND
Therefore we stand for
FLASH AND CIRCLE
TAXATION
revolutionary changes in
The flash of action in the The Syndicates will create
Government, in
circle of union is the
a larger Home Market by
economics and in life
symbol
of
the
New
British
raising wages and salaries
itself.
Union. National Action can at a rate proportional to
ACTION
only come from National the one at which
developments in science
New British Union stands Union that ends party
and organisation increase
for Action in Government warfare.
our gross domestic
which Parliamentary
THE SYNDICALIST
product. Thus, New
obstruction prevents. New
STATE
Fascism will overcome the
British Union will give
New
British
Union
will
problem of a great many
Government power to act
solve
the
problem
of
Britons being unemployed
and then to carry out the
unemployment
and
while millions require the
will of the people.
poverty
by
the
goods they can produce.
Government will depend
establishment
of
the
A high standard of life for
on the vote of the people
Syndicalist
State.
This
the British man and
and will be responsible to
new
system
will
comprise
woman will be built by the
the whole Nation.
of National Syndicates,
Syndicates - free from
BLACKSHIRT
controlled by politically- wage-cutting and cheap
MOVEMENT
unaffiliated
labour at home or abroad.
representatives
of
Our Blackshirt men and
That higher standard of
women unite in voluntary employers, workers and life will in turn grow the
consumers operating
discipline to serve their
Home Market, as average
under
New
British
Union
country because only a
household expenditure
creed which puts country Government. These
increases (and hence so
collectives
of
employer
before self can save our
does the aggregate
and
employee
will
Nation and our people.
national demand), which
together lay down the
Because New British
industry now lacks. The
laws
pertaining
to
their
Union is a Movement of
abolition of income tax
respective
occupational
National revival we have
and its replacement by a
no foreign models as we field, setting an economic fairer tax on luxury goods
direction that looks
believe that "Britain
will further increase the
toward
both
improving
Awake" can surpass them
consumption of those with
all. Our iron creed of New worker rights and growth the highest marginal
Fascism is the universal of domestic markets.
propensity to consume
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their income. Employment "Britain for the British",
market within this New
will be ensured for all by "British Jobs for British
Fascist Civilisation in
the demand of an
Workers" and "British
return for the increased
enlarged Home Market. A Houses for British People".amount of raw materials
British Fascist
BRITAIN AND PEACE which we shall buy from
Government will invest
the New British Union of
New
British
Union
will
substantially in animalNations and Europe. Our
build
a
self-contained,
friendly scientific and
Fascist Trade Motto is;
medical research, ever- self-sufficient British
"Britain buys from those
Nation
and
a
New
Fascist
pushing to find a cure for
who buy from Britain."
Commonwealth
of
the scourges of cancer,
AGRICULTURE AND
mental illness and heart Canada, Australia and
FISHERIES
New Zealand, insulated
disease. Britons will be
from the international
Foreign food-stuffs will be
educated to drink and
struggle
for
markets
excluded and replaced by
smoke less, and we will
combat the criminal trade which brings wage-cutting British products. As a
and wars. We will consider result of this Economic
in deadly illegal drugs
joining a New European Nationalism we will
such as heroin. The
Union of Fascist Nations toincrease Home production
National Health Service
and find employment for
will be staffed by British replace the corrupt and
financial
democratic
EU.
Britons on the land. Their
doctors and nurses. New
British Union Government Within this block we can good wages will purchase
produce all the goods,
British goods and an
will finance a British
food-stuffs
and
raw
increased Home Market
Space Exploration
Programme of the future. materials we require, and will take the place of the
build a standard of life so foreign markets we are
IMMIGRATION
high that the people can losing to China and India
Immigration into Britain consume the goods which today. The Land must be
will be strictly controlled modern industry can
used in the interest of the
and those immigrants
produce. To maintain that Nation. Those who
who are work-shy,
standard we will exclude develop their land in the
involved in crime, antithe cheap, foreign goods British interest will be
social behaviour and
which displace British
assisted by National
support for terrorism will labour and reduce wages. Credit and freed from
be deported in doubleTo build a self-contained burdens. The Land of
quick time. We have no
Fascist Britain with the
Britain will neither be the
wish to persecute those of motto "Mind Britain's
playground of the few nor
whatever race or religion Business" is the only way the spoil of the speculator.
who are law-abiding,
to avoid foreign
We will enact an exclusion
hard-working and who
entanglements and
zone around British
contribute to Britain's
foreign War.
waters reserved
economy. Regaining
exclusively for British
EXPORT TRADE
control of our borders will
ships and fishing boats,
Our manufacturing
reduce racism and
crewed by British seamen
industry
will
find
a
greater
violence and so restore
and fishermen.
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BRITISH CREDIT AND
INTERNATIONAL
intervals and will be
FINANCE
carried into effect by a
International financiers in Government given the
the City of London will no power to act. So action
longer be permitted to
will replace talk and
use the credit of Britain to "Britain again will dare to
damage this country in
be Great."
the interests of alien
usury and foreign
investments. British credit
will be used for British
industry and the money
system will serve British
producers and consumers
instead of financiers and
gamblers. The misuse of
British credit will become
a criminal offence.

for the cause we have at
heart. The time is ripe,
wherever we go, at work
or play, we should
remember that thinking
people of all classes are
realising the failure of the
party system, anything up
to 70% no longer even
vote, they see the need
for sane practical
remedies. Fascism alone
can supply those
remedies.
The public are awakening,
are you Fascists sleeping?
So many of you are
strangers to NBU Office
that we are wondering if
LEADERSHIP AND
we should all be wearing
LIBERTY
black armlets instad of
New British Union is a
Flash and Circle ones.
Brother and Sister
leadership of the people Fascists, the country's
Your duty to the
along the path of action need is great. Never in
movement is a great one.
they desire. We offer new the history of Britain have each and everyday you
leadership not
should, think, talk and
its enemies been so
dictatorship in the old
strong, or so determined write (not dream)
sense which was against to bring about its
Fascism.
the will of the people, but downfall. We know that
dictatorship in the modern Fascism and only Fascism Gary Raikes
sense under New British will save us from the evils
Union Government will be of Cultural Marxism,
the will of the people
Communism and
expressed through the
Bolshevism. fascism is the
Government they have
purest form of patriotism,
elected. The declared will putting Britain and the
of a freed people will
British first always, not
replace the present
sometimes when it suits,
tyranny of the vested
as the political elite does.
interests who are elected It is essential that now, as
by none and responsible never before, we
to none. The will of the
determine, each and
people will be expressed everyone of us, to
in elections and
become a spokesperson
referendums at regular I
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STEVENS BOOKS
During the existence of
the pre-war British Union
of Fascists and National
Socialists (called British
Union for short) many
books and booklets were
made available dealing
with policies and ideas
from within the
movement. These were
sold at meetings and via
mail order. This collection
is not complete - but it is
one of the most
extensive. These
publications have been
reset and made available
as a prime source for
students and other
interested parties. Post
war material can be found
under the category
heading Union Movement.
The BUF was founded in
1932, before the advent
to power of Adolf Hitler. It
gained support because
the main political parties
could not deal with the
problems of the day such
as unemployment, the
lack of housing and poor
health provision.

Unity Mitford joined the
British Union of
Fascists on Monday
19th June, 1933 at
their London
Headquarters at 12
Lower Grosvenor Place,
Westminster.
The following week she
went to see Lady Makgill,
who was in charge of
recruitment, at her office
in 233 Regent Street,
London and bought
herself a blackshirt.
On Sunday 16 July, she
joined a recruitment
march through London
which started from Eaton
Square. Unity had her
place in the column
suitably dressed in her
new blackshirt.
A report of the March
appeared in Fascist Week,
22-28 July, 1933 under
the heading, Marching to
Power:
Our first Fascist
March through
London took place on
Sunday, the 16th
July. It was a first
experiment in the
new Fascist method,
and consisted of a
few selected
detachments. No
greater tribute to the
impression which it
made upon London
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could be paid than
the total silence of
the enemy Press on
the subject. The
"Express" which has
distorted and
misrepresented in
flaming headlines
every trivial incident
concerning the British
Union of Fascists, had
not one word to say
upon the March,
which was by far the
biggest Fascist
demonstration yet
seen in London.

The forces of criticism
and
misrepresentation
were silenced as was
long ago the ridicule
which greeted us in
the early days. Very
comical also was the
little effort of the
"Herald," which could
find nothing to say
except that "the
spectators gathered
along the pavement

did not raise a cheer."
Fascism has indeed
advanced if the
"Herald" now expects
us to be greeted at
every stage of our
march through
London with nothing
but cheering crowds!!
We thought that
outraged Socialists
were going to drive
us from the streets.

photo, name and
address and we will
do the rest, or if you
prefer we can send
you editable e-copy
of the leaflet for you
to edit yourself for
printing.

Truly we advance!!

LOCAL ELECTION
LEAFLET FOR
INDEPENDENT
CANDIDATES
This is the leaflet for
our members
standing as
independent
candidates in local
council elections,
send NBU Office your
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